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Defined Filters

- Built on CARMA framework
- Takes advantage of CARMA’s extensibility and ease of use

Two CA Endevor repositories: one for packages and one for SCM elements
Defined Views / Filters allowed Integration with z/OS Projects
Enhanced Element Retrieval and Processing

- Search/Look up elements

New in 8.5.1
Enhanced Element Retrieval and Processing

- Search elements result – The columns are sortable
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New in 8.5.1
Enhanced Element Retrieval and Processing

- Search History

- CARMA Views can be created from Search Filters

New in 8.5.1
Enhanced Element Retrieval and Processing

- Editing existing element

New in 8.5.1
Enhanced Element Retrieval and Processing

- Save versus Save and Generate for element
  - Save adds or replaces the contents in the repository. No dialog is prompted during Save.
  - Save and Generate specifies the Generate Element option in the Add/Update element request. A dialog is prompted to provide additional information such as the generate processor.

*New in 8.5.1*
Enhanced Element Retrieval and Processing

- Saving and generating an element

New in 8.5.1
Integration with z/OS Projects

- Verify JCL and update Jobcard before submit

New in 8.5.1
Integration with z/OS Projects

- Browse result datasets for Print Element and Print Member

New in 8.5.1
Enhanced Element Retrieval and Processing

- Creating new element

New in 8.5.1
CA Endevor Packages Repository
Package Support

- Built on CARMA framework
- Takes advantage of CARMA’s extensibility and ease of use

Two CA Endevor repositories: one for packages and one for SCM elements
Create as many views as you like.
Views are saved across RDz sessions.
Selecting a package causes its attributes to appear in the Properties view.
The .pck extension helps RDz customize tooling for packages.
Table View

- Display packages in table

Combine functionality of tree view (same filters and browse capabilities) with the table format familiar to Endevor users.

Customize order and appearance of columns using the Customize Table panel.

New in 8.5
Create New Package

- Create new packages
- Leave import / copy fields blank to create blank package
**Package Editor**

- Double click package to edit
- Command list contains all the statements in the package
- Add/edit command panel shows all applicable parameters and options in easy-to-use fields
- Drag elements from SCM repository to add multiple commands at once
- Packages that are not IN-EDIT are opened in read-only mode
- New in 8.5
- Save and cast package in a single click
Edit Package in LPEX Editor

- For the hardcore package developers…
View Cast Report

This popup appears for promotion packages only.
Show Promotion Package History

Compare versions in package history

New in 8.5
Other Package Actions

- Additional package actions are supported in the Custom submenu